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About This Game

Fire up the fun as Codemasters reboots the classic table top racing experience in Toybox Turbos – now updated to support the
Oculus Rift Development Kit 2 (DK2) virtual reality headset for incredible immersion!

Collect and customize 35 vehicles in this pick-up-and-play arcade racer. Take on 18 obstacle and short-cut filled circuits built
for chaotic, combative competition – speed past spilt sticky jam on the kitchen table, dodge flaming Bunsen burners as you take

your opponents back to school and dodge the runaway train as you race around a railway set!

Stay on track by using a range of awesome and ridiculous power-ups to send your rivals into a spin, including mines, machine
guns and, of course, giant car-mounted hammers.

Master six game modes in the single-player game, then turn friends into foes in manic four player multiplayer - local, online or
with a mix - perfect for those one-more-go gaming session that race into the night!

Toybox Turbos – the top-down racing game bursting with miniaturized mayhem, featuring dinosaurs, combine harvesters, golf-
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buggies and so MUCH more!
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Title: Toybox Turbos
Genre: Racing
Developer:
Codemasters
Publisher:
Codemasters
Release Date: 11 Nov, 2014

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista, Windows 7 or Windows 8

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo @ 2.4Ghz or AMD Athlon X2 5400+

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: AMD HD2600 or NVIDIA Geforce 8600

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 1 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX Compatible soundcard

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese
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This game just didn't hit the mark for me.
I was feeliong nostalgic and looking for something like Conquest of the New World and this simply let me down.
Gameplay felt clunky and it lack many things a game like this should have.
If you like automated trade games this would be your thing.
Peace. A surprisingly good little trading sim, you could say it aims low and hits its mark. Not a lot of replay value here but fun if
you can get it for under $15 or so.. 10 years later, still can't get this game to run at 60 fps during the ice levels.

10/10 will try again after 10 years. I think it needs a few adjustments when it comes to keyboard controls. But that aside it has
the potential become a true gem!. 7.8\/10 2 Much water.
10\/10 Dubsteb.
Instabuy, beliebe me.. Instead of earning your decks while in game you can buy them at a small price. With this downloadable
content you can unlock this deck and use it at your discretion forever. This is a great thing to do but you might be wasting your
money if you already know that you can unlock the deck already in game while just playing. This purchase just makes
customizing decks easier and more convenient since you'll be unlocking the deck right away. I do suggest buying this little
shortcut if you are too lazy to earn it while in game or think you can't earn it while in game. If you plan to play online then its a
great idea to buy this downloadable content to make sure your not at a disadvantage while playing your opponents. To unlock
decks in game you have to beat certain players in the campaign which at times can be a challenge but very rewarding since you
unlock decks. This DLC deck unlock is there if you need it and if you know you don't then don't buy it and earn all the decks
while in game.. Loved the tension of being hunted and not always knowing friend from foe. Runs perfectly smooth. Great game
from such a small team.
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Great game to play in co-op.
The last boss was so HARD though..... I didnt get my first hokage and and 3rd hokage skin. It may say that I have this game but
I have actually never played or seen this in my life but it looks like it's for five year old's anyway.. In my opinion this is the best
route so far released for TS.Variety of routes and rolling stock and motive power. Also a variety of types of scenario particuarly
the dozens available on workshop which of course are free.However i do have 1 gripe and that is no map provided in the
manual.This is a minor item in some routes but for a network such as this i would think it would be useful for anyone who wants
to get the most out of the route.Yes i know about the 9 key but i think a map that you can print out of the manual would be very
helpful in any network route. Still love it though. Interactiva story about man who can chance outcome of the war from just
building tanks. Couple of different endings and funny easter eggs. One of the best history lessons about bronze age. I cant wait
what comes next from developers. If you are intrested you can start from demo and buy the game if you like it.. Fun game so
far. I only had to rage quit a few times from the difficulty, lol. Looking forward to trying it when my Oculus Touch arrives..
Worth its cost. But it and expect to get a few hours of midnight fun, nothing more.. I learned to be suspicious whenever a game's
reviews are "Overwhelmingly Positive". This basically just means that only hardcore fans of the genre are buying and reviewing.

This is a fine example of how most visual novels are created with the least possible effort:

Using the same boring backround images again and again, no voice acting. If you are showing a park or class room, why not
include some persons\/students?

I believe there will be more intersting stuff further into the game, but I am not risking to be bored to dead on the way there....
This was a fun hidden object game very much enjoyed it.. This game has a fancy graphic and it's a fair and competitive
deathmatch.
I reccomend this game!!

CONS: not a lot of people play this game :(
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